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Summary
Taegis™ XDR is responsible for crea�ng security alerts from the telemetry sent from customer environments.
This ar�cle describes the severity and confidence scores that Taegis XDR assigns to alerts it creates and how
those values are calculated.

Solu�on
Alerts in Taegis XDR are created by detectors. Each detector is designed to iden�fy certain types of malicious
ac�vity based on the security telemetry sent to Taegis from a customer's environment. Alerts generated by
detectors have severity and confidence values assigned by the detector.
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Severity and Confidence Scores

Severity and confidence scores make it easier for you to priori�ze alert triage in your environment and
address the most pressing alerts first. Find the severity and confidence for an alert in the Alert Details panel.

Severity

Severity is a measure of how much of a poten�al threat the ac�vity poses to your environment. The severity
score ranges from 0-1. The higher the score, the bigger the poten�al threat posed by the ac�vity. Severi�es
have the following ra�ngs:

Informa�onal: < .2
Low: >= .2 and < .4
Medium: >= .4 and < .6
High: >= .6 and < .8
Cri�cal: >= .8

When alerts are added to an inves�ga�on, the severity of alerts do not automa�cally affect the severity of an
inves�ga�on. When a user creates an inves�ga�on, they can assign any severity value to that inves�ga�on
(as well as change that severity later in their inves�ga�on). For example, mul�ple high severity alerts could be
assigned to an inves�ga�on with cri�cal severity. This allows an organiza�on to recognize that a combina�on
or pa�ern of alerts pose a larger risk than individual alerts present.

Confidence

Confidence is a measure of how confident our systems are that the alert is accurate and represents malicious
ac�vity. The confidence score ranges from 1%-100%. The higher the score, the more confident we are that
the alert indicates genuine malicious ac�vity.

How Are Severity and Confidence Determined?

Each detector collects varying data from your environment to monitor for malicious ac�vity, and uses varying
aspects of this data to determine a severity and confidence score.

For example, the DGA Detector is a machine learning model-based detector that computes the probability
that a domain is an indicator of malicious ac�vity. Both severity and confidence scores are based on the
probability computed by the detector.

Other detectors define both severity and confidence sta�cally, such as the Tac�c Graphs™ Detector, which
has a sta�c severity and confidence score defined per adversary tac�c. Similarly, Secureworks Taegis
XDR watchlist detectors use a sta�c severity and confidence score set by the security researchers who
created the watchlist.

Third-Party Alerts

Third-party alerts ingested into Taegis XDR are interpreted for severity level and confidence differently
depending on the origina�ng device. In general, Taegis XDR maps the highest two severity levels of third-
party alerts to High and Cri�cal severity, unless the ac�vity was blocked; Taegis XDR decreases alert severity
for blocked ac�vity to Low severity.

Resources

https://docs.ctpx.secureworks.com/detectors/dga/
https://docs.ctpx.secureworks.com/detectors/tactic/
https://docs.ctpx.secureworks.com/detectors/watchlist/
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Alerts by Detector

Using the Alert Triage Dashboard
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